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Full Text Superzone of Message
1. (Reception: fair)
2. (Vietnam People's Army Program)
3. le minh tan's article on the personnel of heavy artillery group B68 maintaining weapons and equipment in good operating conditions. (8 min)
4. music. (1 min)
5. excerpts of dang tho truat's article carried in quan doi nhan dan titled "are there any smuggling goods in can tho military port?"; citing after thoroughly inspecting the storage facilities in the area no smuggling goods were found at all. (12 min)
6. introducing the contents of quan doi nhan dan No. 24 saturday issue:
   a. van le's article about the america's intentions in research of sauce flying objects.
   b. unattributed article about tran thu do, a great vietnamese strategist.
   c. hoang quan's article about the necessary to solve the vietnamese boat people on humanitarian grounds not on political reasons. (one sentence)
   d. tran duc nghia's article on the participation of military corps in exploiting coal in quang ninh province.
   e. phan dau's article about 15 foreign companies took part in the bid for exploiting oil in vietnam. (one sentence) (overall: 6 min) 102330 BP501112.010 11/0427z dec BT #1185 NNNN
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